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Former
Student
Body
President Darin Patton has filed
civil suit against 14 members of
UCF's 31st Student Senate and
Judicial Council.
Laura Wharton, Ben Mongioi,
Sadye Paez, Lee Amthor, Jessica
Jenness, Dominick Dubrasky,
Sunita Modani, Amy Florin, Jaime
Halscott, Matt Bornfreund, Robert
Williams, Fred Piccolo, David
Siegel, and Jason Murphy all face
allegations on the following
counts: Violation of Civil Rights,
conspiracy to -yiolate Civil Rights,
violation of Sunshine Law
(excluding Murphy), conspiracy to
violate Sunshine Law, Negligence,
and Injunctive Relief.
Patton filed suit on March 23,
2000, just one day after SGA Chief
Justice Laura Wharton's final
deadline to receive Patton's second
impeachment appeal.
Patton, who was elected
Student. Body President for the
1999-2000 term, faced impeachment in July of 1999 just_ weeks
after taking office. Patton came

under susp1c10n by the Student
Senate after refusing to release
funds that proceeding President
Jason
Murphy
had
approved a
'month
before the
end of his
term.
Patton
remained
in office
until his
Patton
first official impeachment on July 21.
Patton then appealed the action to
UCF administration on the
grounds that his due process rights
were violated regarding his
impeachment. UCF administration
recommended that Patton appeal
his case to the Student Judicial
Council because they had no jurisdiction in the matter.
Four months later, the Council
ruled that Patton was in fact denied
due process and reinstated him as
Student Body President on
December 1, 1999. The Council
found that Patton had been tried

under all three of the following
charges: malfeasance (when a public official performs a legally
unjustified act) misfeasance,
(wrongful performance of a legal
act) and nonfeasance (omission of
an act that should have been performed). Because Patton had been
tried with all three charges at once,
and because it was impossible to
commit all three at the same time
relating to one charge, Patton's
impeachment was overturned.
Patton's decision to withhold
approved funds came after Vice
President of Student Development
and Enrollment Services Tom
Huddleston
first
withheld
approved documents due to questionable signatures. Several signed
documents, requests supposedly
from different people, suspiciously
resembled the handwriting of one
Student Senate member David
Siegel (one of 14 being sued by
Patton).
Suspended
funds
were
released to Patton who continued
to hold funds that included travel
expenditures, which included an
$1800 expense for one . student's
trip to Egypt, as well as several

Wild pizza building may become Cyber Cafe

PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER

Formally the ·'Wild Pizza', the Activities Center is currently the temporary home of the UCF Police
Department, and is hoped to be the future home of the on campus 'Cyber·Cafe'.
DIANA MARTIN
-.SJ'Aff WR.TTeB

The temporary home of the Campus
Police Department, the Wild Pizza, will soon
become the future facility for a late-night
cafe. This cafe, which will be an establishment for students living both on and off campus, is currently in the planning stages.
The student leading the group that is

working on the transformation of the Wild
.Pizza is Karen Breneman, an art major and
Director of Campus Services.
"There is currently no, venue that has
been created by students for the exclusive
purpose of enhancing the cultural element of
the academic atmosphere on campus," said
Breneman.
The existence of such a place is standard
on virtuaHy all college campuses, and it's up

thousand dollars to finance various
other students' expenses to attend
conferences throughout the country. Moreover, several requests
came to the senate floor by various
clubs and organizations who were

,,_

"He {Patton]
doesn't understand
the rules ofa
system he chose to
be part of"
-Matt Born{t"eund

Chainnan of Legislative,
Judicial, and Rules Committee
turned away by
particular senate members who
stated that only Student Government was authorized to allocate
according to the Addendum budget. However, many approved allo-

IMPEACHMENT, Page 3

Emerging
Knights
•
program tn
need of
mentors

to students to make it happen for UCF. "The
establishment of a cyber cafe I exhibition I
performance facility is an invaluable experience for those of us who are interested in pursuing such endeavors as a career."
The majority of the students who are
working together to discuss, plan and transform the Wild Pizza would like to see the
facility turn out to be a cultural center that
offers students a place that is open late into
the evening. Not only do they want a cultural
atmo~phere, their vision for the building
includes a variety of food and coffee to enjoy
while entertainment programs go on.
They would also like the facility to be
wired for Internet use. SGA's Senator Larry
Davis is currently working with the Academic
Computing Services, who are receptive to the
idea of maintaining the cyber aspect of the
cafe as a very contemporary computer lab.
Breneman says, "We are talking about a
cafe that is open until two or three in the
morning every night, that serves a variety of
food and coffee beverages, that features student artwork, and offers 20-30 computers
where students can have internet access for
free. CAB is probably going to have a primary role in the way of entertainment, and we
talked about having a different event each
night of the week- movie screenings, comedians, poetry readings, etc. The food portion of
the operation, including the renovations
required to run the place, will be contracted
out to a vendor that agrees to a contract

During planning for the
Fall, it was realized that the
overwhelming response of students to the Emerging Knights
(EK) program was more than
what was originally planned
and in order to be more effective and give more personal
attention to the students, the
program is looking for five
new mentors.
As an incoming student
outreach program that "keeps
you reaching for the stars," EK
is designed to provide incoming freshman and transfer students with the chance to learn
more about UCF and its leadership opportunities. The EK
sessions enable the new students to discover and develop
their own special interests and

WILD PIZZA, Page 6

MENTORS, Page 3

ANDREA KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

Aristocrat Volkswagen Inc.
4175 S. Orlando Dr (Hwy.17-92)
Sanford, Florida 32773
Orlando (407) 365-3300
Sanford (407) 321-2277

vw·New Beetles

3.5 % over Invoice
•

Any of the New Cars described In- Stock.

GL, GLS, GLX & TDI

UCF- Students,Staff,Faculty & Alumni

· VW Jetta's
GL, GLS &GLX

P satWagon

GLS&GLX

In today's market, car buying can be challenging. We at Aristocrat VW will
make your buying experience easy. All you have to do is identify
yourself as an employee of the one of the seled companies or schools we have
chosen and you can buy any_new car in stock at 3.5 % over Invoice.
Buying a car has never been easier with no pressure and no '1aggling.

•
•
"

•
•

•
•
•

Aristocrat has been family owned and operated since 1984 at the same
location. We are proud to say that we are one of the ~ect
dealers in the United States that.has earned the 'Wolfsburg Crest Club"
from Volksw~gen o~ America. This achievement was done by making
our Customers # 1 in both Sales and Service. We also are the largest
Volkswagen dealer in central Florida with the highest CUSTOMER SERVICE
SATISFACTION SCO.RE in customer service and Sales.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
Lany8ishop

•

Owner/Operator

•

·We also offer vweertified pre-owned cars . These. cars are sold with a
24 mth 124,000 mile warranty with no deductible at no additional charge.

We have several programs offered through Volkswagen Credit Corp.
College Graduate Program and First Time Bger Program. See a
· Salesperson for details.
·
If you have any questions, please call us or e-mail us at
driverswanted@worldnet.att.net

•

•
•
•
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•

or visit our website at www.arl tocrat.vwdealer.com
•

VWGolf &GTI

Chance To Win A Million Dollars
With the Purchase of a New or Used Car

•
•

•

You
Could

Pa sat Sedans
GL,GLS&GLX

·ae
A

Winner

In

Coca-Cola
Mllllo.n
Dollar
Giveaway

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Eurova•
AllMocl•ll

F EE 1 YEAR UPPLY of Coca.Cola with ev ry New or UHCI V hlcle Purchllt,
. 1 y11r upply equall 12 C11• of Coca.Coll Productl. Offer explrea July 31 2000 or
whlle uppllae llat.

•
•

•
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UCF sororities begin hunt

Mentors facilitate weekly EK
sessions, work with other mentors
skills.
"I know the last thing I want
abilities through interaction with
to
do
after having classes all
other emerging leaders, student
week
is
go to a club that offers
mentors, and university staff
more
boring,
'talking-head' lecmembers.
tures,
so
the
EK sessions use
The student mentors are
innovative
techniques
to present
current student leaders, who
the
information
so
many
other
commit a semester to be points
Student
Success
lecture
series
do
of contact for students in the EK
also,
"
comments
Stevens.
program during their first semesSome examples of past proter.
gramming
are: "Battle of the
Heather Stevens, student
director for EK, says "the men- Sexes: a look at the gender gap'',
tors play the most crucial part in "Culture makes the world go
the program because they are round", "How to succeed in
what make the student want to · business without really trying",
stay. These mentors are basical- "Yoga and fitness in the leader's
ly the pillars that support all of life", and "Find the missing
the hard work we have done so Knightro and Glycerine activifar in terms of programming, ties search" in which students
promotion, and planning. If we scour the campus following
do not have a strong mentoring clues to discover different ways
team the students will not want to get involved and places to go
to come back and the program while at UCF. Mentors need to
be a sophomore, junior, or senior
will fail."
and
a current UCF campus
The mentors are trained to
leader.
They must be a person
produce and facilitate weekly
who
likes
to have fun and meet
EK sessions, contact their
new
people
along with an overassigned mentees each week,
whelming
attitude
of giving in
and work with other mentors to
order
to
help
others.
produce their group's semester
Applications are available
service project.
for
pick
up in the Office of
The sessions are weekly
programs that focus on three Student Activities, room 215 in
main characteristics that EK the Student Union. The applicabelieves compose a successful tions ar~ due by July 21, 2000
knight. A knight's qualities are and interviews are scheduled to
one who has exceptional stu- be held on July 25 and 26. For
dent, individual, and leadership answers to any questions, feel
free to contact (407) 823-6471.

for new members for fall
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with tremendous networking
· ·opportunities while you're in
school and beyond. This can be
tremendously helpful when you
are seeking your first real job or
making career moves," said Joe
Beaulieu, UCF Greek Alumni.
UCF chapters are among the
strongest in the state, with pledge
quotas reaching higher than both
Florida State and the University
of Florida showing that there is a
need for more sororities at UCF.
Sorority members at UCF earned
higher grade point averages last
fall than UCF' s general female
undergraduates and 27% were
named to the Deans List.
Sorority recr:uitment events
are scheduled to begin August
17, 2000 from 4-6:30pm in the
UCF Arena where prospective
new members will get an
overview of events throughout
the rest of the week.
August 18 is UCF Spirit Day
from
10am-5:30pm
where
prospective new members visit
all eight sorority chapters at
UCF.

KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Every August UCF sororities
hold a week-long recruitment
process to acquaint prospective
new members with all aspects of
sorority life. This August, eight
sororities will participate in
sorority recruitment in hopes of
recruiting new members to their
chapters, Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha
XI Delta, Delta Delta Delta,
Delta Gamma, Kappa Delta, Chi
Omega, Zeta Tau Alpha, and Pi
Beta Phi. This is a crucial time
for sororities and prospective
members alike, because sororities depend on recruiting all new
members for the year during this
single week in August.
Sororities look for members
of every background and academic pursuit. Sororities provide
the opportunity for leadership
positions, scholarships, and networking, as well as the chance to
participate in unlimited social
and charity functions.
"Being Greek provides you

'lliegal' meetings held regarding Patton impeachment
FROM PAGE

1

cations were permitted to come
from the Addendum budget, yet
had nothing to do with the budget's line-items. Patton felt that
these approved funds were not an
appropriate utilization of the
money allocated under this budget.
On January 18, 2000, Patton
faced impeachment again. when
the Council overturned their last
decision to rei nstate him.
However, between the time of
Patton·s reinstatement and his second in1peachment, a series of illegal meetings were held which several Senate and Judicial members
attended, regarding Patton's
impeachment issue. These meetings were held in violation of
Florida~s Sunshine Law, which
requires that all government meetings be properly noticed, that minutes be kept at every meeting, and
that no individual may be prevented from attending such meetiiigs.
Furthermore, the Council had pre.· , viously bee,1,1·advised in writing by
Director of Student Judicial
Programs E. Garth Jenkins that the
Council was not exempt of this
Florida Statute.
"I did tell the Council that this
[legal action] was one of the
: .. choices open to Darin and that this
might happen, before he [Patton]
decided to file the lawsuit," said
Jenkins. " I along with other mem1

Happy Hour .
2FOR1 DRAUGHTS
2·1 Weekdays

(w/ Valid Student ID)

Pitchers
of Beer·
After S:OOpm
Saturdays &
~undays

All Day & Night
Saturdays

August 19 is Philanthropy
Day from 12-5:45pm where
sororities discuss their specific
philanthropies that each chapter
supports throughout t~e year.
August 20 is Video Day
from 12-4:45pm where new
members will watch videos containing important information
and entertaining footage of sorority functions and events.
August 21 is Preferentials,
held from 3:30-8pm where new
members have their last chances
to decide on the chapter of their
choice. Sororities will hold a ritual-type ceremony showing what
their chapters mean to them.
August 22 is Bid Day set to .
begin at 1:30pm. Prospective
new members will receive their
formal bid at this time from chapters interested in recruiting them
as official members.
Applications may be picked
up at and returned to the Student
Union, Room 305. The application fee is currently $25.00 and
may be turned in until August 17,
2000.

bers of administration recom- davits upon which his impeachmended to reinstate Darin, but the ment was based.
"A vote of impeachment can
Council voted not to do that."
be
based
on whatever the senate
SGA Chief Justice, Laura
Wharton, admitted to numerous wants as long as two thirds vote on
violations of the Sunshine Law as it. Once that vote is. taken, that's
a result of these illegal meetings, the end of it," said Bornfreund,
as did Senate members Halscott Chairman of Legislativy, Judicial,
and Bomfreund of meeting three and Rules Committee. "He
or four times with Council to dis- !Palton] docsn 't understand the
cuss
Patton's
impeachment rules of a system he chose to be
pai.1 of."
appeal.
Patton feels he has suffered
Halscott is also alleged by
Patton to have met with Murphy and will continue to suffer damand Siegel with the "intent of ages which include his loss of.berrdevising a scheme to utilize their efitr.; of his position as Student
respective public offices to remove Body President, as well as hjs loss
Patton as Student Body President" of salary as Student Body
before Patton was el~cted to President amounting to $7 ,540. He
further alleges that he has lost
office.
Furthermore,.during an illegal prestige, distinction, dignity, satismeeting held on January 20, faction, honor, and respect of his
Patton attempted to attend the peers and future prospects and
:rp.eeting in the company of his public disgrace as an impeached
attorney to observe deliberations and convicted public official.
regarding his impeachment. Patton ·has also requested injuncHalscott attempted to prevent tive relief, wherefore he is restored
PattDn from attending by sum- to his rightful position as Student
moning UCF police via cell phone Body President of UCF.
"The problem is he's suing
to have Patton and his attorney
removed from the meeting. The individuals for the jobs they're
Council adjourn~ and left the , supposed to be doi_fl,.B; He should
room to reconve,ne in another ptj- - be suing student body as a whole,"
Student-Affairs
-said office~
vate location.
Patton's final charge is in Chairman R6be'rt Me~singer.
- Darin Patton declined to·
regards to his vi9lation of due
process rights where he alleges the quote ·on his behalf stating that it
forgery of certaip UCF Senate would remain in the best i!iterest
Sign-over forms and improper and of his case to remain silent at this
inadequate allegations and affi- time.
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679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

.

CASCADES

"A Full Service Florist"

T

Fax: 679-6787
15%''.D iscount to
All Students &
Faculty ~ith I.D ..

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

12269 University Blvd. • Orlmlo, fl 32817 •407.282.0505

Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
''Same Day Delivery"

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789

l 0069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 3281 7
407-679-5144

407-629-0050
t

(on the corner

:$

of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)

wire scrvite e\clUdes discount

WWW.allinbloom.COID

delivery service excludes jliscoUnl

.We service to

ALL parts of
the country
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Huntington

HIGH-LEVEL CAREERS
ARE IAUNCHED WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Banking. Investments. Insurance.

UCF Students Enjoy
Fast Track to
Financial Aid Funds
Waiting in lines - the primary form of cruel and unusual punishment for college students. Nothing is a greater test
of patience than walking up to
a line of fellow students that
stretches for miles. Especially
when it involves receiving
your financial aid funds.
While waiting in lines may not
entirely be eliminated, a solution has been found that doesn't require you to wait in any
lines or wait anxiously for
weeks to receive your financial aid funds in the mail. UCF
and The Huntington National
Bank have teamed up to create
the University's first-ever electronic disbursement system
for financial aid funds to UCF
students. This new system
eliminates waiting in line to

access to it, " commented a
UCF student enjoying the new
service.Students who have
their UCF card linked to their
Huntington account will normally receive their funds the
same day that the university
processes the financial aid disbursement. Students who
chose to receive their funds by
check will receive the check
within 10-12 days of the disbursement.
"With their hectic schedules, students need financial
convenience and accessibility,"
said Jim
Dunlap,
President, Huntington Bank
Southern Region. "This new
feature allows students to
focus on their education rather
tha~- worrying about how and
when they will receive their

flying a 15-ton jet is not for
everyone. But for those who can
meet the challenge, it's a thrill that
no other career can offer.
How about you? Hyou're thinking
about life at Mach 2, think about Air Force ROTC
immediately. It will launch the leadership skills you'll
need as an Air Force officer - skills that will serve you for
a lifetime. FAA-approved flight lessons will get your feet off
the ground for the first time.
Startnow.Contact us at ~407) 823-1247

Visit the Air Force ROTC Detachment at
Building 501 (behind the .Rec. Services
·Building/Swimming Pool)
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receive your money and gives financial aid funds," continued
you faster access to your Dunlap.
funds. Besides serving as your ·
To make this service even
primary university ID, the more attractive to students,
UCF Card has the ability to Huntington has designed a nostore cash, is accepted by fee checking account that is
many on and off- campus ven- specifically tailored to UCF
dors, and when linked to a students. With Huntington's
Huntington account, can be UCF Student Access account,
used as an ATM card. Also, by excess usage fees, direct line
linking your UCF Card to a call fees, and checking reserve
Huntington Student Access participation fees are waived
checking
account,
the for as long as you are an
Financial Aid Department will actively enrolled student at
deposit your funds directly UCF. In addition, Huntington
into your account, and you'll is the exclusive provider of
receive your money within 24 Golden Knight checks and
hours of disbursement. You checkbook covers.Huntington
even have immediate notifica- has an on-campus banking
tion of the deposit, via your office, located across from the
voice mailbox with Z-tel. You UCF Book Store for your conwill receive a message once venience. Students carr open
your funds are deposited let- an account by visiting the
ting you know exactly how office or by calling 1-888-813much money you have 2511. The UCF Card can be
received.
obtained by visiting the
"Having
the
money Campus Carding office.With
deposited directly into my this new service, you have one
account makes things more less line to wait in and one less
convenient because I know thing to worry about.
exactly when I will have

•
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High-tech education grant awarded to UCF
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

GCF is one of 122 institutions in the nation to receive a
grant from a $43 million federal
program
called
'Preparing
Tomorrow's Teachers to use
Tec~nology.'
The school will
receive $1 million dollars over
the next three years to develop
courses to teach teachers to use
high-tech equipment.
The purpose of this program
is to develop new courses that
use technology such as computers and the Internet to facilitate
learning and improve student
achievement, something which
President Clinton said in a recent
radio address "can only happen
if teachers have the training to
best use technology."
At UCF, faculty will team
- with public elementary and secondary teachers to develop new
courses. "This project will aid in
the development of faculty and
staff, the development of the preservice teacher and the creation
of technology in the school during internship involving the K12 teacher," says UCF professor
Debby Mitchell, the project
director. "UCF will work with
several industry and education
partners to develop the programs."
UCF spends record numbers
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The work of Mexican artist,
Leonardo Nierman, is on display
throughout the month of July at
the UCF Library in a collection
called, "Leonardo Nierman in
Space and Time." Nieman - one
of Mexico's most famous artists
has donated two tapestries to the
Library. Other exhibits on display at the Library are
"Fats and Oils," "REACH Peer
Education,"
"Executive
Development," "What is in a
Name - U.S. Trademarks" and
"Accounting: the Road to
Success."

UCF names employee
of the month

Yet another service
moves online

Paula McClure, an office
assistant in the Economics
Department, is UCF's July
Employee of the Month. "In my
daily routine I do a little bit of
everything. I handle the travel,
purchasing; I organize conferences ... and I am responsible for
balancing the budget," she says.
Before she came to UCF two
years ago, McClure worked as a
teacher's aide in Orange County.
"Interacting with the faculty and
problem-solving are my favorite
parts of the job [at UCF]," she

Most UCF students dread
standing in line, much less in the
hot sun. Parking Services is
doing there part to try and keep
students happy. Students can
now purchase parking decals and
hangers online at www.parking.ucf.edu in addition to standing in line at parking services or
through the U.S. mail.
On top of purchasing parking decals online, you can now
pay off your parking tickets,
checkout Campus Maps, and
learn about the appeals process.

-

-

-

-

Art on display in library

-

-- -
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Beat

Police

says. "I enjoy my work very
much. mostly because I work
with great people."

on minority owned and operated
businesses.
This fiscal year. the UCF
invested $10.7 million is minority owned and operated services.
a full $6.3 million more than the
original goal. A project of UCF's
Minority Business Enterprise
Program, their goal is to hire
minority enterprises for everything from construction and
commodities to contractual services and architecture and engineering.
"For the second time since
inception of the program nine
years ago, we exceeded the overall goal," says Greg Robinson,
program coordinator. "We also
exceeded the goals we set in all
individual categories."

A NDREA KEEGAN
STA FF WRITER

Drugs found during routine traffic stop.
On June 27. an officer stopped a white Buick for doing 10 mph
over the speed limit and for havmg a brake light out Upon activating
the emergency lights. the officer noticed the driver began driving
erratically by jerking the car from side to side and then finally pulling
over approximately 100 yards later.
Three males occupied the vehicle, the driver Angel L. Estrada,
the passenger William L. Barrosa, and the rear passenger Keith Ken.
While talking to Estrada, the officer smelled smoke corning from the
car. Along with the obvious cigarette smoke coming from two of the
passenger's tobacco cigarettes, the officer could also smell cigars and
burned marijuana.
Estrada stated that he did not have his license with him but gave
his information for the officer to run. The officer discovered that
Estrada had a suspended license and issued him two citations. After
questioning of all three passengers, Barrosa was found to be the
owner of the vehicle and gave the officer permission to search his car.
Back up was requested and all three passengers were patted
down for weapons and asked to stand aside. Upon searching the car,
a half-burned cigar was found with a detected smell of cannibus in it.
Also found was a clear plastic bubble container containing a piece of
aluminum foil folded up containing a hard-white, yellowish substance
believed to be rock cocaine.
Several cannibus seeds were also found in the front seat. All passengers were detained for further investigation. After testing the substances, Barrosa was placed under arrest for the possession of cocaine
and cannibus. The other two subjects were released and the vehicle
was towed. After the arrest, the correction officer discovered a bag of
cannibus hidden inside Barrosa's shoe.

Liqueur goes missing
Over three hundred dollars worth of liqueur and a four-foot steel

POLICE BEAT, Page 6
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TROPICAL FORD, INC.
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Kids trade guns for 'kicks, 155 guns collected and tagged
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Trading in their guns for new
pairs of sneakers, the youth of
Orlando gathered at the Citrus
Bowl June 14 when Real Radio
104.l's Monsters of the Mid-day
hosted their third annual 'Kicks
for Guns' promotion, removing
155 guns from Orlando's streets.
The event, a vision of the
show's host, Russ Rollins, began
three years ago when he witnessed a similar event. where
guns were exchanged for BeanieBabies, fail. He thought the idea
to be a great one, but saw room
for improvement.
Rollins envisioned kids trading in their guns for 'kicks'
(sneakers) rather than beanie

babies.
"What do kids like more than
a pair of new sneakers?" asked
Rollins during the Monster's midday show.
The event in its first year
took 108 guns out of the hands of
Central Florida's youth. The second annual 'Kicks for Guns' got
164 guns off the streets.
The DEA and Orlando
Police Department helped in col, lecting and tagging the guns.
Whether the gun was registered
or illegal, there was a 'no questions asked' policy when guns
were collected. This event is one
of the only times, year round, that
such is done.
"Last year there were a couple of guns that were linked to
crimes and solved because of

'Kicks'," said Jojo House, one of
the promotions directors for Real
Radio.
The promotion was expected
to remove another 200 guns from
hands of children, setting a new
high, but was unfortunately cut
short, ending at 155 due to heavy
rain.
Although rain interrupted the
happenings, people continued to
show up at the Citrus Bowl to
turn in their guns, with 45 guns
being collected within the first
hour alone.
"If we get one gun off the
street that could· be used for a
criminal purpose, we've done our
job," said on-air personality, The
Sexy Savannah.
Word of the event was spread
for quite some time, as in previ-

Wild Pizza property designated for non-academic use
FROM PAGE

1

containing terms that represent the vision
students have for the place."
The Wild Pizza, which is located at the
Student Resource Center, was constructed
with funds from the CTIF Trust fund. This
trust fund is the same source that funded
both the Recreation Services building and
the Student Union. The Wild Pizza facility
is UCF property that is designated for nonacademic use. The transformation of the
building into a late-night cafe is currently
under the review of Union Director, Mark
Hall, and SDES Associate Vice President,
Dr. Craig Ullom.
"Lucldly for us, both of these gentle-

men are excited about seeing the building
become a cultural center for student life,
and are encouraging students to take leadership roles in shaping the entire scope of
this project," says Breneman. "Essentially,
the building belongs to students, as long as
we can figure out how to use it t?fficiently."
To gather student input on the project,
Breneman put together surveys and had
I 00 students answer questions regarding
hours of operation, menu items, EMAIL
habits, etc.
To have questions answered, or to
voice comments and concerns, contact
K,aren Breneman at (407) 823-2191, or
through
email
at
artsalliance@hotmail.com.

-----· ..........

-------

To top it all off, local restauous years. Local news stations
such as News Channel 13, and rants High-Tide Harry's, and
FOX advertised the event through Conway's BBQ provided food for
commercials and spots on their those coming out to swap their
guns for 'kicks' in the hot summer
evening news, at no charge.
Not only was free advertis- heat.
The event received much
ing provided for the promotion,
many local businesses donated a publicity with coverage from
variety of items. Just for Feet pro- channels six, nine, and 13 all
vided the majority of the shoes reporting on it throughout the day
for the gun exchange at discount- and on into their evening news
ed prices, with other companies reports.
"I'm really proud of the peosuch as Kane's Furniture, Rent-aLand, TOPPS Construction & . ple of Orlando for bringing their
AC, and Conways BBQ donating guns down here [Citrus Bowl],"
money for the purchase of the said Savannah.
Plans have already begun for
sneakers.
On top of the enormous a fourth annual 'Kicks for Guns'
donations of shoes and money, at which the Monsters hope to
such companies as Air-Tran, and remove a record number of guns
Virgin Airlines donated roundtrip . from the .street once again.
tickets to be given away as well.

Police Beat
continued from page 5
cabinet worth four hundred dollars was stolen from the Sodexho-Marriott building.
On June 23, an officer was dispatched in reference to some stolen liqueur. the liqueur
was guessed to have been missing since the prior day when it was last seen in the dry
storage area where it was kept.
The manager advised that the room was locked the prior day but found that one
of the keys was missing. The key is used by the night supervisor and it is not known
how long the key has been missing. Sodexho-Marriott is willing to prosecute. If you
have any information about this case please, contact Detective Hugh Carpenter at 407823-6268.

Organizational changes occur in UCF Police Department.
Sergeant Jimmy Mc~lure, a UCF patrol sergeant, retired this past week. Sgt.
McClure has been with the UCFPD since October 1987.
Sergeant Melody Carpenter is transferring from bike se~geant to patrol sergeant
and the bike unit is moving to the SAPEE squad. Sgt. Emert will be in charge.
Sergeant Troy Williamson is taki.n g o~~r ~s the 1:1-~w Crime Prevention sergeant.

.........

--... .............--..
UY ll:LIU \.11 I

------
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• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •
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Located in the UCF
Student Union

Phone 282-1900
Fax 282-1905

Eat Light During the Summer!
Try our Chicken Stir Fry! ®@~W $~o®®
• MAMAS MEATBALL SUB • SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH • ITALIAN STALLION • BLTC •

She Ate My Food!
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•
He Won

• d Won't Go Home!
Her aoyfr1en

/
't Do The Dishes!
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Ready for the Real World?
REAL APARTMENTS!
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•

1 Bedroom and Two Bedroom Starting at $520/mo.
1/2 Mile From UCF off Alafaya
Pools, Tennis Courts, Basketball Court
Computer Room, Game Room, Saunas, Fitness Center
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By CHRISTOPHER ZAPATIER

Last November I was
pulled over by a FHP officer for
speeding. The inexplicably hostile officer interpreted a nightclub wristband(indicating that I
was of legal age to drink)as evidence that I had been drinking
and accused me of DUI. I was
escorted beyond the frame of
the trooper's camera and given a
roadside sobriety test in 64degree weather wearing only a
T-shirt. After recording the
results of my RST on his palm,
the officer assured me I had
failed. I was arrested and taken
to a DUI testing center where I
consented to a Breathalyzer and
blew .000 on two consecutive
tests. I still spent the night in
Orange County Correctional. (I
also consented to a urinalyses
test which weeks later came
back clean). I had to plunder the
entire contents of my savings
just to make bail.
Suddenly finding myself in
desperate need of employment,
I began looking for work. I
attended a job fair at Universal
Studios and applied for a valet
position. I was informed that all
applicants were required to submit to a background check.
Rather than have it uncovered
like a dirty secret, I came clean
about my arrest. Despite previous employment at Universal
and a spotless driving record, I
was told that until the case
against me was legally resolved,
I could not be hired.
Six -'Yeeks would pass
before the DA would recognize
the lack of merit of the case and
drop all charges against me.
However, a clerical error would
delay the remittance of my bail
money for an additional two
months, during which time I
relied on the charity of friends
and family to pay my bills.
I wholeheartedly believe
- that I am entitled to some kind
of reparations for the emotional
and financial distress I have suffered as a direct result of this
incident. I deserve an apology
from the officer who arrested
me. Not just because I was
accused of a crime I did not
commit, but because despite
furnishing an abundance of evi-

dence to refute the charges
against me, the persecution and
prosecution continued. I deserve
restitution for the humiliation I
felt as I was handcuffed and
confined in a police cruiser's
steel cage like a violent felon. I
deserve recompense for the
night I spent on the cold, concrete floor of a jail cell. I
deserve something for the incalculable amount of time I have
wasted consulting attorneys,
traveling to and from the courthouse, and visiting UCF's
Student Legal Services even
after I was cleared of all accusations. To date, no civil attorney
has found my case sufficiently
profitable to pursue .
As I write this column, my
new employer (a local traffic
safety school) will not permit
me to begin working until their
investigation concerning this
legally resolved matter is complete. I have provided them with
every available document attesting to the fact that I was not convicted of any crime whatsoever,
but I have still been prevented
from working for three weeks
and counting.
At present, almost any
interested party can acquire
information about my arrest.
My name, face and :fingerprints
are recorded in the FBI's crime
lab file for the rest of my life. I
am currently navigating judicial
beauracracy to have my record
expunged, a process which will
cost me $75 and will take several weeks. Regardless of an
expungment, I will never be
thoroughly vindicated. I will
always be the guy who "beat the
rap." People will always assume
that I evaded conviction by hiring a clever lawyer or because
of a legal technicality. Innocent
until proven guilty only applies
in'a court of law. Persons merely accused of a crime are often
stigmatized as criminals, and
records of the accusations continue to haunt them despite "Not
guilty" or "Will not prosecute"
verdicts. Something is fundamentally wrong with a legal system that makes no distinction
between the accused and the
convicted.

Take a chance

write

the Future
Letters to the editor should be typed and must
include a name, address and phone number for
confirmation. The Future reserves the right to
edit for length, style, grammar and libel. Submit
to:
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as well as harmonious vocal stylings. A special one to listen to is the age-old tune "Corne
Rain or Come Shine" which has a special
bluesy
twist
like only they
could
bring
together.
King
and
Clapton open
the CD with a
bang by performing a snappy new version
of the title track
"Riding With
the
King"
(originally
everywhere. The masterful talents of BB written by John Hiatt). Other awesome songs
King and Eric Clapton come together for this include "Ten Long Years" and "Marry You."
one special recording entitled "Riding With
The title of this CD seems to be very
the King." What more could lovers of excel- appropriate because it seems like Clapton is
lent blues singing and expert guitar playing along for the ride with his idol King on a jourask for?
ney through many old blues tunes that King
At its debut on June 13, 2000, has been singing for years.
"Riding With the King" was at spot number
Anyone who has not heard this side
three, just after Eminem and Britney Spears of the gifted Eric Clapton will be pleasantly
on the Billboard Top 100 Chart. Four weeks surprised and very impressed. After his album
have passed and these two legends are going "Pilgrim" this was a much-needed comeback
strong at number ten. This is an ·indication to the guitar style he's so good at.
that fans of both Clapton and King have been
Fans of blues music, BB King, and
waiting a long time for this album.
Eric Clapton will absolutely adore this album.
This album contains everything from With that much talent on one recording, even
classic BB King numbers like "Three O'Clock fans of other music genres would enjoy this
Blues" and "When My Heart Beats Like A collection of blues beats and classic hits. Put
Hammer" to the stirring remake of "Hold On · this in your CD player, crank up the volume
I'm Coming."
and try with all your might to soak up the
All twelve tracks contain combina- plethora of talent that pours out of your stereo.
tions of both artists' experienced guitar work
For those not particularly fond of
albums that are covers and collaborations
betw~n artists, this CD is changing attitudes

UJ

":-2c
1LIVE. LOVE. LEARN. z:t
Step through the door at Jefferson Commons,
and discover a whole new place to be yourself.

Q
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In an entertainment world that has recently been based solely upon
studio
manufactured,
paper-doll superstars, it is
refreshing to see someone
like Nina Gordon making a
name for herself with her
CD "Tonight and the Rest
of My Life."
Since her split
from the altema-rock band
Veruca Salt (best known for
"Seether" and "Volcano Girls") two years ago,
Gordon has been penning her new album. Some of
her former band's influences shine through on this
stunning solo-debut album that was released on June
27.
This singer/songwriter/guitarist has a
mixed pop-alternative sound. A few of the ·tracks
such as "Badway," "New Year's Eve," and "Number
One Camera" resemble the harder hits she co-wrote
for Veruca Salt. However, that is where the similarities end because the remaining songs have a much
softer, "summer-like" feel t<? them. An example of
this is the title song (the album's first single) with its
inventive lyrics and radio friendly melodies:
"Gleaming in the dark sea, I'm as light as air floating there breathlessly. When the dream dissolves, I
open up my eyes. I realize everything is shoi:eless
sea."
The thirteen songs on this album are all
· originals that showcase ·Gordon s obvioos vocal ana
writing talent, with the exception of number thirteen
"The End of the World" which is a beautiful and
haunting cover of Skeeter Davis' 1963 hit.
Standout tracks on this album that are well worth
mentioning are "Now I Can Die," "Horses In the
City," and "Hold On To Me." These are charming
and memorable songs that most listeners should be
able to identify with.
Sometimes melancholy and sometimes
playful, Nina Gordon's style is bound to make a
name for her in the solo-artist world. She~s got a
striking voice that will appeal to young and old audiences alike. This is a great lazy Sunday CD to add
to your music collection.

• Professional Management Services/24-hour Emergency Maintenance
• Individual Leases
• Lighted Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
• State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility and Tanning Bed
• Student Clubhouse Gameroom with Billiards, Television and Stereo
• Resort Style Pool Plaza featuring Outdoor Stereo System
• THX® Surround Sound Movie Theater
• Heated Outdoor Jacuzzi
• Beautiful Courtyard Areas
•Covered Parking (Optional)
• Private Bedrooms
• Deluxe Home Furnishings Package
• Fully-Equipped Computer Center with Study Rooms,
Fax Machine and Copier
• High Speed Internet Access
•Extended Basic Cable Television to Living Room and Bedroom(s)
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Student Government Senate Allocations
6/lllOOO to 6J30/l000

Amout

PurpolC

OAFOOOl
OAFOSl
OAF052
OAFOSJ
OAF054
OAFOSS
OAF056
SB32-61
SB32-63
SB32-6S

IB-2000
ASIAN ST ASSN
AM SOC OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
JESSICA A JENNESS
BENJAMIN MONGIOI
SUNITAMODANI
ORLANDO SENTINEL
CREOL ASSN OF OPTIC ST
CREW CLUB

EQUIPMENT, CERTIFICATE, CATERING
RECRUITING PROJECT
START-UP MATERIALS
ANTENNAS AND FILTERS
LEGAL DEFENSE
LEGAL DEFENSE
LEGAL DEFENSE
CAMPUS READERSHIP PROGRAM
EQUIPMENT FOR LASER LIGHT SHOWS

BOAT
Tot81

•

Seute Workiq Fund

$1,000.00
$775.00
$1,000.00
$%0.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$60,000.00
$3,850.00
$16,000.00
$86,585.00

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A085

OFFICE SUPPLIES

WATER SKI TEAM

Total

RoseMai 7/13/00

C & 0 - Offace Supplies

Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

..

11 vou have questions
about Sex or R1manc1,
email the seuen at:

$150.00
$150.00 .

Page I of2

sexpertadvice@aol.com

Student Government Senate Allocations
6/lllOOO to 6130/2000

Bill#

Orpnization Name

Purpose

Amount

TRAVEL
TRAVEL
CARS 2000 CONF
SIGGRAPH 2000
US OPEN COMPETITIONS
SAi NAT'L CONVENTION
TRAVEL
REGISTRATION
SUMMER LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
NAT'L ASSEMBLY
TRAVEL
NAT'L SPRING TRIATHLON
TRAVEL & HOTEL

$250.00
$250.00
$700.00
$150.00
$700.00
$700.00
$250.00
$150.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$365.00

C &0-Travel
ROOOl
R0002
ROOOJ
R0004
ROOOS
R0006
Rll6
Rll7
Rll8
Rl20
RI21 ·
Rl22
SB32-62

JAYNA SNYDER
REBECCA W. SUOMI
BIOENGINEERING SOC
ALEXANDRA GOODMAN
BUTOKUKAN -TAE KWAN DO CLUB
SIGMA ALPHA JOTA
WILLIAM MCDOWELL
NAT'L PAN-HELLENIC CO:LJNCIL
MARGOT REYNOWS
DAVID SCHREIER
PEDRO DAVILA
SERGIO A. CORREA
MARIA LORNA A KUNNA1H

Total

C &0-Travd

Anew column appearing
in the Fall.

$4,515.00

*

•

Rose Mai 7/13/00

Yoor Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding

Page 2of2
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Crossword
II.
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Served Around ~he Clock

•

·10% Discount with Student ID

ACROSS
1·Persian rulers
6 Basilica features
11 Paddle
14 Like Cheerios
15 "ltHa~ned
One Night"
director
16 Function
17 Beatjes hit
19 Cleo ·s snake
20 Time ot note
21 Play producer
23 Brave
29 Muse of poetry
30 Author Ferber
31 Ut1er sharply
32 ' .___ River"

3.3 Helpout
34 Valparaiso
resident
37 Make achoice
40 Golf-hole starter
41 Kidnap victim
42 NATO member
43 "Ben_"
44 Htts the hay

•

.

45 Guy's date

©2IKMl Tribune Media seritces, Inc.
Al rl~ re9e!Ved.

7122JfJJ

46 Sardonic
48 Fury

49 Tree tr111k
SO Player and Sinise
52 Most of brains
55 Bay windows
57 Mine autpU1
58 Set afire
59 Removers
66 Soottisti river
67 Competitor
68 Big name i1
f

University

12286 E. ~olonial o·rive (1 /2 mile E. of Alafaya)

10% Discount with Student ID

11 Cap~I ol Burkina

Faso
12 Advantage
13 Camera-ready

proof

18 Kilmero1ihe
Doors'
22 Metric square
measure
23 Demise
cameras
24 Franch farewell
69 Kaline and Jolson 25 Guarantees
70 Girder substance
financial
71 Adversary
responsibiity
26 Given to
DOWN
specious
1 Maydayl
reasoning
2 Doubter's
27 Heraldic Cros.5
exclamation
28 Eagle-eyed
3 Consumed
fisherman
4 Montana's capital 34 New Yorker and
5 Sty noise
300M
6 Top trump
35 Garden tool
7 Dads
8 007, e.g.

9 Aphrodite ·s son
1O Bordeaux wine

Solutions

49 Armonc

36 Histonc period
38 Sacred song

50 Israel's Meir
51 Shakespearean
sprite
53 Lorw;i period

39 Stories

54 Thcket

47 Kind ot whiskey

56 Peekaboo

fashion feature
60 had it!
61 Actress West
62 Poorly
63 Poetic J)ece
64 Male sheep
65 Wild blue yonder
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X-men is a movie with a message behind it.
That message is don't be mean to people who are different because they can use their powers against you.
At least that is the case in this movie.
X-men focuses on the relationship between
mutant characters Wolverine, played by Hugh
Jackman, and Rogue, played by Anna Paquin.
Wolverine meets Rogue at a bar where he fights for
money. After he is kicked out of the bar for unleashing
his mutant claws, Rogue follows him. It is at this point
that Rogue tells Wolverine she has mutant powers as
well. After a car accident and an encounter with the
evil henchman Sabretooth (played by former WWF
wrestler Tyler Mane) Rogue and Wolverine are taken
to Professor X. Professor X, played by Patrick Stewart,
runs a school for gifted children or so the public thinks.
It is actually a school where mutant children can learn
to develop and control their powers. It is within the
underground tunnels of this school that the X-men try
to stop their enemy Magneto, played by Ian McKellen.
Magneto is trying to begin a war between humans and
mutants for which he needs Rogue to succeed.

R!~ ~~~-=-=~J
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This movie is definitely not just a children's
comic strip put into action. From the strong sexual
presence of Mystique, played by Rebecca RomijnStamos, to the violent actions of Wolverine, it is clear
that this is not just another kid movie; X-men is geared
towards an older audience. This is made apparent by
Wolverine's attraction to Dr. Jean Grey, played by
Famke Janssen. The adult themes are also shown

through Wolverine's humor. A children's movie does
not contain a joke with the word d*ck as the punch
line.
The special effects in this movie are not too
extreme, which makes them seem more plausible. The
many transformations of Mystique make her
chameleon-like. The way in which Magneto's power is
shown justifies why his name stems from magnet. The
effect in which is chosen to represent his power is an
intricate web-like white light. As soon as it encompasses his victims, the web zaps their energy and
makes them vulnerable to Magneto.
Other mutants that appear in the movie are
Storm, played by Halle Berry, Cyclops, played by
James Marsden and Toad, played by Ray Park.
X-men is the first in a series of movies. The
ending makes it very clear that there will be more to
come. If the sequels prove to be anything like this then
they will be talked about for a long time to come. Step
aside Superman, here come the X-men.
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RESEARCH ASSISTANT

Center for Diagnostic Imaging (COi) is seeking a research
assistant to work in our Winter Park clinic. CDI is a leading
provider of radiology services offering a great learning
experience to a motivated student that is willing to dig into
a special project.
In this exciting and challenging position, you will pe assisting in the production of a textbook. Hours are full-time
through the summer, 10-15 hours per week during the
school year. Qualifications include typing skills, experience
in Microsoft Works, Access, and Adobe Photoshop.
For more information, please contact Shannon Risdon at
(407) 741-5405, 1285 Orange Avenue, Suite 200, Winter
Park, FL 32789.

••••••
Favorite Cinema
Lake Howell 8 Theater
Located in the Lake Howell
Square Shopping Center
1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707
(407) 679·7366

We offer student disc~unts ($4.50)
to all students with 1.0.'s
Thursday nights are UCF Knights
Buy an admission, get one free to
. any UCF student with a UCF 10
•

Some restrictions may apply due to
contractual obligations with· film companies

•
11

11300 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL

Lead Stories
-- The most creative example of Filipinos'
newfound national mania for sending text messages by cell phones, according to a July New
York Times report, is that of Muslim guerrillas at
war with government troops in the southern
islands: Ever since they uncovered documents
with army troops' cell phone numbers, they have
extended their hostilities by pecking out insults
during lulls in combat.
-- The sudden January death of wealthy former Kansas stockbroker Marshall Gardiner at
age 85 created a constitutional-law crisis when
Gardiner's only offspring, Joe, 53, learned that
his father's recently acquired 40-year-old bride
had been born a male. Ms. J'Noel Gardiner had
had her Wisconsin birth certificate changed to
female, which was honored in Kansas City, Mo.,
where she lives, but not honored across the state
line in Kansas, where she got married. She said
she disclosed the matter to her husband before
the wedding; Joe said his father was too religious to have accepted such an arrangement.
The fate of Marshall's estate is still in the courts.
The Importance of Alcohol
More Evidence That Drinking Is the
.Cornerstone of Weird News: A retired police officer was arrested on suspicion of DUI after he
pulled into a gas station and attempted to withdraw money from a gas pump, as if it were an
ATM (Reno, Nev., May). And a drawbridge operator was fired for drinking on the job after he
opened the bridge without warning, forcing a car
to leap the gap, James Bond-like (St. Pete
Beach, Fla., May). And a 24-year-old man, partying with two friends, leaped from a roof into a
Dumpster and ianded, seat-first, on a protruding,
nail-studded piece of wood (Ottawa, Ontario,
May).
.
.
°Can•t Possibly Be True
-- Officials at the West Valley, N.Y., nuclear
storage site, still working an 18-year, $1.5 billion
radiation cleanup, began in February testing their
latest hoped-for miracle product: zeolite, the primary ingredient in cat litter. Zeolite apparently
sucks up strontium 90 just as well as it absorbs
odors and moisture in the litter box.
-- In May, to forestall a California Health
Department crackdown, LaserVue Eye Center
(with offices in San Francisco and Santa Rosa)
sent letters notifying its 2,700 recent surgery
patients that it has been reusing its single-use
surgical blades after merely rinsing them in
water. Investigators found that the company did
at least sterilize the blades after every fourth use.
Allegedly, LaserVue's Dr. Sanjay Bansal said he
continued to use the blades because he wanted
only ones that he was sure-had worked.
-- In June, the Nottingham (England) Evening
Post profiled archer Paul Hawthorne, who has
won various titles despite the fact that he lost
one arm in a motorcycle accident 15 years ago.
Until recently, Hawthorne competed by holding
the bow string with a leather strap in his teeth
and pulling his head back, but that practice has
cost him one tooth after another, and he believes
his competitive archery days are over.

Spirit
r----------------------, r----------------------, . I The --Entrepreneurial
May dispatches in The Times of London
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Buy one 6"
sub get the
second free

Buy any Large
Pizza get the

SUiJS & SALADS
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second for 25¢
(equal or lesser value)
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For all UCF Students, Faculty, and Alumni.
UCF ID required.
We cater all parties. Employment opportunities available.
We offer tuition assistance: See Manager for details.

407-384-1950

and the Daily Telegraph featured Veronique
I Jullien's School of Seduction in Paris (with 2,000
graduates since 1995), whose typical assignments are, for men, to pick up strangers, and for
women, to attract strangers though taking no initiative. The nine-month curriculum runs about
$2,300, but a one-month crash course costs
about $1,000. Jullien's most helpful tip:
"Everything happens in the first few seconds of
contact."
-- Recycling in Beijing, according to a
February New York Times report, is relatively efficient because a crew of about 80,000 rural
migrants rummages through the city's garbage
daily to pick out anything that could conceivably
be resold or sent to recycling plants. "We're performing a valuable service for the city, 11 said one
garbage picker, "but everyone looks down on
us. 11 Another said he now earns almost 20 times
as much as he did as a schoolteacher in a rural
province (but still only about $70 a month), and

some workers even make enough money to pay
hotels for exclusive rights to their garbage.
-- In May, two boys, ages 15 and 16, were
charged _in West Bend, Wis., with forming a startup business that took customers' orders and fulfilled them by shoplifting from local stores, mostly Wal-Mart. The boys carried business cards
and order forms for their company, Globex,
whose mission statement was, "To provide you
with the things that you need at the cost you
deserve. 11
-- In March, a court in Osaka, Japan,
squelched the brilliant software creation of
Takuya Kiuchi, 33, whose program removes forever the digital blurring that soft-pornographic
Web sites use to hide genitals from non-intended viewers. And in June, John Young, operator of
a private Web site on national security -issues,
experimented and found he could download
(from The New York Times Web site) the original
CIA report on the 1953 Iranian coup before the
black censor bars could appear and hide classified parts of the report. Young's clean version of
the report went onto his Web site, but the CIA
said it has figured out how to prevent recurrences.
Slow Leamer
In June, the Kentucky Supreme Court suspended lawyer Robert Michael Stevenson for five
years for failing to pursue a client's case and
then for lying to the client about that. At the time
of his suspension, Stevenson was already under
a five-year suspension handed down in February.
In the eight months before that, Stevenson had
been suspended three other times: for 181 days
in October, for 90 days in September, and briefly
in July.

Recurring Themes
-- Last year News of the Weird reported that
the Navy was to begin using off-the-shelf copies
of Microsoft's Fight Simulator software ($50) in
its pilot training to reduce the expense of commercial jet simulators. In April 2000, Japan's
trade ministry -notified Sony Compt:tter
Entertainment that it would need government
approval to export the PlayStation2 video game
because the technology is so sophisticated that
it could be helpful on guided missile systems (for
example, distinguishing graphic images quickly
enough to direct in-flight missiles to targets).
Least Competent Criminals
Police in El Cerrito, Calif., arrested David Hill,
18, in April, for carjacking. According to police,
the victim he decided on was a man he had met
earlier in the day while in the driver's license line
at the Department of Motor Vehicles. All the victim had to do was go to the OMV office and
select the carjacker's photo from among that
day's applications. And Joey Donnel Simmons,
29, was sentenced to 30 years in prison by a
Houston judge in March for the armed robbery of
taxi drivers. Simmons came to the attention of
the police when he and his accomplice walked
into a station house to inquire about the reward
posted for catching the taxi drivers' robbers.
Also, in the Last Month ...
.
A 42-year-old man illustrated his unresolved
sewer problems at a city council meeting by
dumping a five-gallon bucket of human waste on
the meeting table (Delta, Iowa). A 35-year-old
pregnant woman, just sentenced to three years
in prison for drug trafficking, gave birth in the
courtroom and named the girl "Ginaya" ("felony")
(Damietta, Egypt). A 56-year-old man was arrested for forcing a man at knifepoint to urinate into
his cup (Boulder, Colo.). A Toronto community
group announced free distribution of "clean"
crack pipes to the city's "most marginalized"
crack cocaine users. The Border Patrol
announced it had broken up a smuggling
scheme in which Mexicans were given bikes and
biking gear and sent speeding through border
crossings as if they were part of an international
race (Laredo, Texas) .

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd,
P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla.
33679 or Weird@compuserve.com, or go to
www.NewsoftheWeird.com/.)
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Former Kennedy Lover Rekindles
Relationship
One vear after John F. Kennedy
Jr.\ plane ~rash, ex-girlfriend Daryl
Hannah has become re-acquainted with
the woman who almost became her sisterin-iaw, Caroline Kennedy. The two women
\,ere close when Daryl dated John, but
they lost touch after Daryrs relationship
with John ended. Recently, Daryl was
cleaning her house when she ~ame . across
some momentous from John's childhood
that he gave her while they were dating.
Daryl decided that Caroline's kids would
cherish the items which once belonged to
their uncle -- a stuffed animal, a toy train
and family photos. Daryl sent them to
Caroline with a note. Caroline· was so
pleased that she invited Daryl to spend
some time with her family over the summer and Dary1 accepted.

·

King of Pop Sued By Jeweler
Michael Jackson is being sued for
$1.45 million by Beverly Hills jeweler
David Orgell. The suit is over a one of a
kind diamond encrusted wristwatch. The
King of Pop allegedly had the watch for
four months. The sales staff allowed
Jackson to take the watch for a few days so
he could decide whether or not to buy it.
Those four days became a little over 120
days, according to Orgell. The watch was
returned in April and Orgell said it was
scratched "and not in the same condition
as when he took possession." Orgell has
hired former O.J. Simpson attorney,
Robert Shapiro. Reps for Jackson have
made no comment.
Barrymore Searches For Homeless
Father
Drew Barrymore is searching for
her homeless, alcoholic father John. He
disappeared fromhis usual whereabouts in
Santa Monica, Calif. Drew is trying to help
her father as much as she can. She is going
to seek legal control over her father so she
can put him in a home. Drew wants to do
something to help, but she knows she can't
give money to him because he'll spend it

•

to shoulder length. Axl said,

"I haven ·t
been out in eight years." He then got up
and sang a few songs for the surprised
audience.

bv Harmeet Sidhu

WHASSUP HOllYWOOI
on alcohol. John is the heir to the
Barrymore acting dynasty. He left Drew's
mother before Drew was born. For many
years John and Drew were estranged. In
1996 they began to have a relationship
again and she bought her father a nice
apartment. Sadly, that didn't last long and
John was back on the streets. A friend
close to Drew says that Drew is at her wits'
end and that she wants to help her dad, but
she has to find him first.

movie last month and strongly suggested
that Cameron would direct. "T-3" will start
shooting next year. Cameron and
Schwarzenneger are set to team up for
"True Lies 2" which is now being developed.

Sex Star Wants No Protection
"Sex And The City" star Sarah
Jessica Parker recently told producers that
she and her husband, Matthew Broderick
are trying to start a family. After being
married for three years, both of them are
ready for parenthood. Executives of the
show aren't too happy because Sarah's
character is single. However, Sarah is the
star so they want to keep her happy. They
promised to find a way to work a baby into
the storyline if and when it happens.

O'Donnell Heads Home
Rosie O'Donnell is moving back
to New York. She had left the area in
December and moved to Greenwich,
Conn. O'Donnell sold her 150-year-old,
22-room Nyack mansion that once
belonged to actress Helen Hayes before
she left New York. According to
O'Donnell, the problem with the house
was that it didn't .offer enough privacy or
security. In Connecticut, O'Donnell
caused a ruckus when she hired an armed
guard to escort her son, Parker, to kindergarten. Now that she is moving back to
New York, O'Donnell will live in a hilltop
home in Valley Cottage, which is not far
from her old house.

Cameron Won't Be Back For T-3
Jarnes Cameron will not be
directing "Terminator 3," despite Arnold
Schwarzenegger's claim that both men
would work together on the movie.
Cameron's business partner, Rae Sanchini,
told
Variety
that
even
though
Schwarzenegger and Cameron are "fabulous friends," Cameron "won't be directing
the movie." Schwarzenegger agreed to the

Rose Meows At Cats
Guns N' Roses' lead singer, Axl
Rose, recently made a surprise appearance
at Hollywood's Cat Club. Some of his old
band members were playing that night and
they didn't even recognize him! The once
scrawny singer looked healthy and said
he'd been working out and put on 25
pounds of muscle. He was wearing baggy
hip-hop clothes and his hair was trimmed

•

Oasis Singer Divorces
Oasis
leao
singer,
Liam
Gallagher, and his wife of two years. Patsy
Kensit, have separated. Liam told the
British press: "It's finished, over, gone.
That's it. Maybe I was too young, but I
don't think I'll be marrying again. I'm just
trying to get on with my music and be a
good dad. We're still talking on the phone
though." Kensit, known for her work in
"Lethal Weapon 2," left their north London
home in early July. Liam spent the day
drinking Guiness in a hotel. Kensit told
British TV: "It's over - no, I'm actually
relieved. It's been over for quite a long
time really." She entered a hospital last
month for depression. Gallagher and
Kensit have a I 0-month-old son, Lennon,
who is named after Gallagher's hero.

f
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Eminem's Wife Attempts Suicide
Erninem's wife, Kirn Mathers,
attempted suicide at their home in
Michigan on July 7. Police were called to
the home at 11 :30 p.rn. after Kim had slit
her wrists. She was taken to Moµnt
Clemens General Hospital and later
released. Em was at the Palace of Auburn
Hills performing with the Up in Smoke
tour, but stayed with his wife while she
recuperated. Em is currently in a custody
battle with his mother, Debbie MathersBriggs, over his 14-year-old half brother,
Nate Samra-Mathers. Nate was staying at
Em and Kim's home at the time of the suicide attempt. Mathers-Briggs is suing Em
for $1 Omillion for defamation of character
from Em's first album. British music magazine Q stated on their website that
Mathers-Briggs is starting her own musical career. A track called "Why Are You
Doing Me Like You Are?" is a response to
the allegations that Eminem makes in his
music that "my morn smokes more dope
than I do."
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• Individual Leases
•Pool & large sun deck
•Individual bathrooms
.
•Free cable television with 3 HBO channels in each bedroom
• Weight room I Aerobic equipment
• Utility package includes electric, water, and sewer
• Local telephone service included
• Computer and study lab with extended hours
•Free Ethernet access in each bedroom
•Alarm systems with panic button in each bedroom
•Fully furnished bedrooms, living room, and dining room
•Full size washer/dryer
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College Station Apartments
12100 Renaissance Ct.
Orlando, FL 32826
(

(407) 273-5151
(407) 273-3999 (fax)
BAl.CONY /PA110

www.collegestationapartments.com
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MUSIC MANIAC
-

PATTY CANEDO -

No doubt about it, .Orlando has become one of the most infamous and important music scenes in the Sunshine state; dare I even say the country? Local and national talent
is flooding our nightclubs and arena's week after week. So it's no wonder that with all the musical diversity that breeds and passes through 0-town, that our radio airwaves have
become packed with endless selections of all kinds of good tunes, countless contests and fun remotes. Yet they always have a little something on the back burner to benefit society
and the world.

Soft Rock plays hard:

,

Where is the WMMO Pt Cruiser or Van? Weekend upon weekend the 98.9 WMMO mobiles can be found in all areas of Orlando, always turning heads. On July 8, the
tagged van was parked outside of the Amigos restaurant, just across the street from campus. While blaring the soft rock of yesterday and today that has made the station so popular, the staff coordinated some beach games to go along with their tropical atmosphere. Entertaining the patrons of Amigos was only part of the plan for the day. You could also reg-
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ister to win a year lease on a
boat, CDs, and of course, tons
of WMMO apparel.
·
But while the station
does distribute its share of fun,
98.9 also does its share for the
planet. Along with establishing
lots of contests to win tickets to
Sting's performance at the TD
Center
on
Waterhouse
September 1, you can also visit
WMMO's website to auction
for front row tickets. But the
tickets are for more than just
two of the best seats in the
Center, the money that will be
collected from the auction will
go to the Save the Rainforest
Foundation. You can place your
bid on the tickets or just check
out what else WMMO's got
going on at www.wmmo.com.
Keep your eyes peeled for the
WMMO mobiles because you
never know where they'll show
up next.
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A success! Ronco
made it safely
to the past! Why,
r1- it looks like
Ronco sees his
past self!
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$100
BIREBONUS!

IF \'OU ARE LOOKING FOR A Sl)MMER JOB WITH FULL-TIME PAY OR A
PART-TIME JOB THAT WORKS AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE.
DIAlAMERICA MARKETING IS THE PLACE FOR YOU!!
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$9-$15/BOUR! !
.F LEXIBLE SCHEDULES!!
PAID TRAINING!! BONUS INCENTIVES!!
CONTACT THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU TODAY.
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QUORUM CENTER
4205 VINELAND RD SUITE L-8
ORLANDO, FL (14 AT EXIT 82)
( 407)649-9606

Get Your Kicks from the
Monsters:
Having just celebrated
their three-year anniversary
with 104.1 last month, the
Monsters of the Midday had
another important day to celebrate. July 14 marked the third
annual "Kicks for Guns" event.
The midday jocks and Real
Radio asked no questions to
youths that brought a firearm to
the Citrus Bow1. In exchange
for handing in the weapon, the
Monsters handed out brand new
pairs of shoes. The event was a
success as always . But along
with the acts of good will, you
could register to win prizes such
as donated airline tickets to
London or anywhere else in the
I world.
Along with beneficia1
I
events to the community, Real
Radio contributes to local music
I
·I scene. Listen closely because at
any time the jocks of 104. l play
hits from the 0-town talent,
I such as Bughead and Gargamel,,
which fill distinct clubs every
week. They make it a point to
not only make our local talent
heard but show up at the group's
performances for the moral support.
1

WINTER PARK
COMMERCE CENTER
8592 ALOMA AVE. SUITE 6
WINTERPARK, FL (ALOMA &. 486)
( 407)678-9700

llflAIERICI llRIETING INC.

1

Along with playing the
music that gets us through gridlock, Orlando's radio stations
significantly contribute not only
to music but to society as well.
Each one in there own way,
whether it's for the environment, safety of our yo1:1th, or
just out right providing us with
a gooa time, they do it well .
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HELP WANTED
Small landscape maintenance company needs
part-time and full-time help. if you enjoy
being outdoors and like to work with minimal
supervision, please call 407-365-4458.
Located in the UCF area.
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Home Infusion Company seeks a per diem
driver to deliver medication and supplies to
patients homes. Flexible hours. Must be
responsible, familiar with Orlando area and
have a good driving record. Interested
applicants call 407-678-2068.
A national leader in quality childcare,
Childtime Children's Centers - located in
Oviedo - close to UCF - is seeking
full-time/part-time caregivers for our Infant Pre-K programs. Contact Donna Lewis at
407-977-0525 for more information.Agricultural Technician - Florida Sugar Cane
League. BS or AA degree with ag back~
ground. Pos. at Sugarcane Field Station, Canal
Point, FL. Duties include assisting in planting
new cultivars in sugarcane cultivar increase
program in breeding & pathology research
leading to development of new cultivars. Field
work nee. Will supervise laborers & need to
work independently & in team situations.
Salary competitive. Send resume to J.C.
Comstock, USDA-ARS or Jay Follis, FSCL,
Sugarcane Field Station, Canal Point, FL
33438 (561) 924-5227.
COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish v~rsion
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-3870
BARTENDERS
Make $100-$250 per night
No experience necessary
Call 1-800-981-8168 ext. 1016
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Valet Parking - Excellent pay for
outgoing, friendly personality. Must be clean
cut and have a valid Florida drivers license
with minimal points. FT/PT/AM/PM & midnight positions available in the downtown
area. Call Mike at 407-841-7275.

The Dragon Court is NOW HIRING!
Servers are needed for two locations of a great
Chinese restaurant conveniently located near
UCF. Good pay, fun atmosphere, and flexible
hours. Contact Bill or John at 407-359-8085
or Jackie ar 407-359-1888.

Circle Me!!!
Summer Work
$11.25 base - Appt.
Prr - F!T positions throughout
Florida. Flexible around
frnals/surnrner school. Customer service/sales.
Conditions apply (407) 862-8786
www.workforstudents.com/np

Trendy Coffee Kiosk - Winter Park. FT/PT
kitchen/counter sales. Weekdays, no nights.
We train. Expressos, Bakery & Pizza.
Experience=$. Call 407-282-4757 after
JO am.

DO YOU KNOW THE VALUE OF FUN?
Then FunU.com is looking for you! As a campus sales representative, you can earn internship credits, gain valuable experience and
GET PAID for meeting people and having a
good time! Excellent commissions and bonuseJ) for energetic and motivated candidates. Fax
your reume to 954-577-9228 (attn Gary),
email to jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FUNU.

Customer Service Rep - Sears Logistics
Services, Inc. is looking for inbound delivery
consultants. No selling, Positions start at
$7.25/hr. Part time. Flexible schedule Sun-Sat.
Tuition reimbursement. Apply Tues - Fri
9 am-4 pm at 3825 Forsyth Rd.,
Winter Park, FL or call 407-677-2018
Dept. SLS Inc., HR. Office# 117 EOFJAA.
Accounting for small business in Oviedo 6
hrs. per week. Will fit your schedule, no experience needed, will train. $6.50/hr. to start.
Call 407-677-7420.

Nanny/Caregiver needed after school for our
8 and 10 year olds beginning August. Must be
caring, responsible and dependable. Nonsmoker. Approximately 17 hrs./ 4 days per
week. Valid driver's license and reliable
vehicle required. References required. Lake
Mary area. Call 407-302-7997.

Now Hiring Flower Girls to work in Orlando's
hottest night clubs part-time hours, minimum
$10 hour. Call Tracey at 407-521-8003.

Play or work? Why not both? Specialty toy
store in Winter Park hiring sales associates
and entry level managers for both day and
evening shifts. Must be energetic and dependable. Previous child related· experience preferred. Call 407-622-TOYS (8697) or fax
resume to 407-622-1590.

Need outgoing girls for Flower Sales at some
of the hottest clubs in Orlando. make full-time
money, work part-time hours. If interested
please call and set-up an appointment.
407-345-1608

Nanny needed in East Orlando home for 2
elementary age children 4 weekeday afternoons per week. Great pay. Must have references, experience and safe, reliable transportation. Please call 407-382-6809.
Childcare wanted in the Oviedo area in my
home l-2 days/week 2 children under 5 years.
Experienced and references required, salary
negoitable 407-359-5377.

Flexible part-time/full-time hours. $8.00 hour
plus bonus. Call 407-265-2508.

1997 Toyota Tacoma pick-up, 5 speed, V6,
4WD. extended cab, black, low miles with
bedliner and cap. $16,000. Call 407-421-9319

SERVICES

MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # l selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift wjth every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.

'

Law Office of Harvey Cohen, P.A.
Criminal Defense
DUI, Drugs, Felony, Traffic
Bonds, VOP, Domestic Violence
(407) 568-3800 Orlando
www.harveycohenlaw.com

Toyota Pickup - 1994, 5 speed, ac, lifted, bedliner, excellent condition, one owner, 74k,
$5,500, call 407-277-8339

FoRRENr

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

2/2 Condomininium for Lease/Rent.
Conveniently located near UCF. Tile floor/full
capacity wash/dryer. $710 + first/last &
deposit. Pool/jacuzzi 407-256-8452
For Rent
2 Bed 2 Bath Townhouse $565/month
$500 security deposit
. Clean & new carpet. Walk to UCF. 1, 100 sq.
feet. Call Greg at 407-249-3845

.,.

Law Office of Harvey Cohen, P.A.
Civil Litigation
Personal Injury, Auto Accident
Wrongful Death, Insurance
(407) 568-3800 Orlando
www.harveycohenlaw.com

1 RENTER WANTED, 3/2 house fuminshed
including bedrooms, quiet residential community. $265/month includes all utilities except
individual telephone line. Owner resides in
this residence. Call Brent at 407-823-5035 daytime.

MISC.

Downtown Area - share 311 house $400 + 1/2,
N/S. NIP, W/D, wood floors. You get a bedroom+ an office/den. Available 8/15 or 911.
12 miles to UCF, great for busy student. Call
407-228-7578.

Seeking commuter to share ride from Merritt
Island/Cocoa area to main campus in Orlando
for p.m. classes Fall semester, possibly each
day. 321-449-9737 - leave message.

Female N/S roommate wanted to share 3/2
house in Waterford Lakes. $330/month.
$150/deposit. 113 utilities, pool, 407-4822588. Nice, new, friendly° area.

"Should I take
ajob without
health
insurance?"

Roommate wanted to share house in the
Longwood area. N/S, no pets. Garage, swimming poql, tennis court, full w/d, d/w, fully
furnished, cable. Call 407-831-0508.
$400/month.

FOR SALE

•

I·

get all .the answers:

ucf.eGrad2000.com
Conway area. Share pool home. Phone, cable,
utilities included. Under 1/2 hour to UCF.
Located close to I-4 and E-W Expressw~y.
M/F. $100/week. Security deposit, wheelchair
accessible. Call 407-857-3371.
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INSTANT WINNER
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LIGHTNING

:

nly Road Runner delivers everything you need for a

Osuper-fast cable connection to the Internet. Web

sites. Music. Video. Instant access to what matters to
you most.

I'>!

You get an always-on, ready-to-go connection to the
Internet. And because you don't use ·a phone lirre,
there's no dialing in, and you'll never get cut off line .
In fact, you can be on the phone and online at the
same time .
Road Runner is easy to use, too. Just point at what you
want. Click to get it. Everything happens instantly!
Call Road Runner today
and be an Instant High
$
Speed Winner!

ROADRUNNER
HIGH SPEED ONUNE™
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YOU WIN
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Baseball gets Georgia Tech transfer

mFILEPHQTO

~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~

transfer Brad Busbin.

SPORTS
A CFF STAFF REPORT
The UCF baseball team lost prized lefthanded pitcher Dane Artman and seniorto-be Matt Bowser to pro baseball contracts, but their voids weren't felt long
with some transfers looking to finish their
careers at UCF.
Among the more highly touted newcomers is rig}lt-handed pitcher Brad
Busbin, a former Orlando Dr. Phillips
High standout who has left Georgia Tech.
Busbin was rated the 46th best prospect
by Baseball America as a senior when he
compiled a 6-2 record with a 1.24 ERA.
That followed a junior year when he was
7-1witha1.81 ERA.
But his high school success didn't translate to ·Georgia Tech where he began his
career as a reliever. This season, he
appeared in 27.0 innings and was 1-1 with
a 5.33 ERA.
But Busbin's recent numbers are meaningless to UCF Assistant Head Coach
Greg Frady.
"What we need to do differently than
what he's been doing at Georgia Tech is
we have to get him able to .pitch every

BRIEFS
day," Frady said. "He's been pitching sporadically and periodically at Georgia
Tech. We want to get him where he can
help us on· a regular rotation basis.
"The biggest adjustment in all of baseball is going from high school to college.
The problem is most of these kids are
really successful in high school and when
they don't reach that level of success in
college, it's a confidence loss, it's a setback. It takes some kids longer to fully
reach their potential and it takes some
kids a shorter amount of time and it's usually based on how they hold up in their
freshman year."
Frady said UCF had recruited Busbin (6foot-3, 205 pounds) out of Dr. Phillips.
Busbin also was a third-round draft pick
of Houston but chose the college path.
Frady likes Busbin's velocity and feels the
coaching staff can make some adjustments that will make him a force again
next season.
"He does have experience and right now
we need a person to step up and take a
rotation spot and we think he can do that,"
said Frady, referring to a staff that graduated two starters. "We're looking forward

to getting with him and working to
improve in some areas, particularly with
his breaking ball and just cleaning him up
and getting him to where he's able to pitch
in a rotation spot.
"We're very pleased right now where we
are pitching wise. We have some kids
coming back in Justin Pope, Jason Arnold and now Brad Busbin. That makes for a
really solid rotation."
. Artman would have competed immediately for UCF, and for a while he appeared
to be leaning toward college over professional baseball. But Milwaukee, which
drafted him in the third round, met his
demands. However, his signing won't
keep Frady from pursuing players of his
caliber again.
"We knew Dane was going to be a high
draft pick and there was a high probability we wouldn't get him," Frady said. "For
him to choose UCF and the quality player
he is says a lot about where our program
is and where our program is going.
"When you sign players of that caliber,
you're usually going to lose eight or nine
out of 10 and sometimes get one. If we
can just get the one, that kid will help you
win a championship. We'll continue to
recruit
that."
In the meantime, UCF continues to feast
on transfers. Joining Busbin are two talented players coming for their senior seasons. Jeremy Kurella is a second-team
All-American from Northwestern who
stole 40 bases last year. Kurella, who is
from Dunedin, is a switch-hitting shortstop who has a dependable glove.
Third/second baseman Chad Ehrnsberger
also has left Ohio State. He was this year's
preseason Big 10 player of the year.
These players along with another
solid recruiting class has Frady optimistic.
"I think our program is one that's on the
move," Frady said. "We're capable of
accomplishing some great things and
doing some special things."
Other players UCF has signed late
include:
• Billy Shipps: a left-handed pitcher
from Manatee CC. Went 17-1 in two years
at MCC. He signed with Mississippi State
origio.ally .and redshirted as a freshman
before leaving for MCC. Will be looked at
as a possible fourth starter at UCF.
• Buster Drasdo: right-handed closer
from Polk Community College who led

like

the state in saves last year. Throws in the
low 90s and will be looked at for middle
relief or possibly late-innings stopper.
• Ty Hanson: has two .year_§ remaining
after playing at Lurleen B. Wallace State
Junior College in Alaban1a. He hit over
.400 last year and will be a left-handed
pinch hitter or DH at UCF.

Men's basketball
uets Centenarv transfer
Ed Dotson is determined to go out a
winner. That's why the former TAAC
Newcomer of the Year says he's leaving
Centenary College for UCF.
"I felt it was time for me to move on,"
Dotson said. "I want to win. We did all
right my freshman year but last year we.
didn't do that good. I want to play f9r
someone who has a real good chance of
making the (NCAA) tournament and winning."
Centenary went 14-14 in Dotson's freshman year when he was named the conference's best first-year player but the Gents
dropped to 10-18 last season after leaving
the TAAC. Dotson, though, was steady in
starting 27 games and shooting 46 percent
as a sophomore. He averaged 14.1 points
and 5.7 rebounds a game with 27 blocked
shots.
Dotson (6-foot-7, 208 pounds) can play
small or power forward but says he doesn't have a preference. He'll sit out this year
to satisfy NCAA transfer rules and says
that'll be tough, but he'll be ready for his
final two seasons at UCF.
"I can·bring a little bit of everything," he
says. "I feel I have an all-around game. I
can score, I can defend, I can rebound.
Whatever they ask me to do, I'm going to
do."
Dotson says it was the coaching staff
that made a difference in deciding to come
to UCF.
"The coaching staff was cool and they
told me the truth, how things were going
to be," Dotson said. "They didn't try to
make it seem like 'well, we have to fill his
head up and all this to get him down here.'
They just told me the truth."
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Sunshine Network to televise 4road games
UCF's games at Akron, Eastern Michigan, Northern Illinois and Louisiana Tech will be seen in the Orlando area
A CFF STAFF REPORT
Sunshine Network and the University of
Central Florida announced that four UCF
college football road games will be televised live this season on Sunshine
Network, the university's longtime local
cable television partner.
The four games include UCF at Akron
on Sept. 16, at 7 p.m.; at Eastern
Michigan on Sept. 30, at 1 p.m. (live in
Orlando and Tampa markets only); at
Nonhern Illinois on Oct. 7, at ~ p.m. (live
in Orlando and Tampa markets only); and
at Louisiana Tech on Nov. 4 at 7 p.m.
(ET). Each game will also replay
statewide.
Underscoring the network's continued

commitment to UCF athletics, Sunshine
Network and the university recently
signed a five-year contract extension,
which will enable UCF fans throughout
Florida to continue seeing comprehensive
coverage of UCF athletics on Sunshine
Network for years to come.
In addition to the four live games airing
on Sunshine, the network will also air
"UCF Football Review with Mike
Kruczek" Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m. (pre- 1
mieres Aug. 30).
Sunshine Network will also
cover UCF football extensively this fall
during the network's new two hours of
nightly live local sports news and features
programming -- FLORIDA SPORTS
NEWS, . premiering in September, and

SUNSHINE NETWORK LIVE!, which
is re-launching in September. Sunshine
Network will have a reporter assigned to
cover UCF full-time who will be closely
associated with the program and able to
provide unmatched insight and analysis
with behind-the-scenes features and interviews for both shows.

)
)

In other football news:
• UCF got its first commitment for the
Class of 2001 when Palm Bay offensive
lineman Jeff Harper verbally committed
to the Golden Knights. Harper is 6-foot-7
and 300 pounds and is projected .to play
tackle in college. Harper also is an excellent student and is a college qualifier at
this point based on a strong GPA and ACT
score.
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UCF's rematch against Eastern Michigan will be
televised to fans in Orlando this year.
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